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The Issue

Whether the Union violated time limits by grieving a supervisor scanning bags, and if so,
what is the remedy ?

Authority

Collective Bargaining Agreement
Article Two
Scope of Agreement
B. Covered Employees .. Supervisors are not covered by this Agreement but
may continue to perform covered work while on duty with the understanding that
the intent is for a supervisor to assist, direct , train, evaluate agent performance
and support the operation by managing and directing the workforce ...
C. Reasonable Work Rules Employees covered by this Agreement shall be
governed by all reasonable Company rules and regulations previously or
hereafter issued by proper authority of the Company which are not in conflict with
the terms and conditions of this Agreement . . .

D. Management Rights The right to manage and direct the work force, subject to
the provisions of this Agreement, is vested and retained by the Company.

Article Five
Classifications

Section One
Ramp Agent/Provisionarv Agent

C. Loads and unloads the cargo component of the aircraft with cargo (such as
Customers’ baggage, airfreight, air mail, ballast, and Company materials)
according to a predetermined plan received either electronically or manually from
an Operations Agent. Submits, either electronically or manually a Cargo Bin
Loading Slip (CBLS) to an Operations Agent.
Article Twenty
Grievance/System Board/Arbitration
Discharge and Discipline
E. Time Frames For the purpose of this Article, a working day shall be defined as Monday
through Friday, excluding all Company recognized holidays .. . Furthermore, if the time
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frames are violated by the Union, the grievance shall be considered withdrawn.
Determination of time frame violation issues shall take precedence over consideration of any
other issue, and, if upheld, no further determination shall be appropriate.
F. Extension of Time Frames It is understood and agreed that, at any step of the factfinding
or grievance procedure, the time limits set forth may be extended and mutual agreement
between the Company and the Union, in writing...

I. Interpretation/Application of Agreement In the event a grievance arising over the
interpretation of, or application of, this Agreement (Contractual Grievances) or in the event of
a grievance involving disciplinary action other than discharge (Disciplinary Grievances), the
following steps shall apply...
1.

Step 1/Department/Assistant
Manager (Manager) . ...

2.

Step 2/Station/Provisioning
Manager (Manager) ...

3.

Step 3/Labor Relations or designee ...

Applicable TWU Work
Rules Interpretations

2. Can Supervisors perform the
following covered work alone?

Upload- yes, but not more than 30 items
Download- yes, but not more than 30 times

Note. This work alone can be done either in the bin or at
The bottom of the belt.

Background

In 2015, the parties were negotiating what would eventually become the current CBA . One
of the issues to be negotiated was the eventual process of going from manual bag counts to

electronic bag scanning. After some discussion, the Union made the offer of the language that
is currently in the CBA that the scanners would be worn or held by the Ramp Agent .

However, this system left room for human error and did not allow the Company to have
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visibility into exactly which items were on the aircraft. As such, the company began taking
steps
to implement electronic commodity tracking, which involves scanning with a small device
held or

worn by the employees as they are loaded or unloaded.
In September, 2018, the Company informed the Union that it would be rolling out and
restarting its commodity tracking efforts. The first phase which would focus on scanning bags

would launch in the fall in San Diego, Sacramento and Seattle, where the employees would

test

the tracking tools and provide feedback. Such announcement was sent to the Union leadershi
p

by Michell Jordan, Senior Director of Daily Operations, Labor Administration. On September
28,

2018, the Company presented a power point to the Union regarding the beginning of training
are testing of bag scanning in the three cities as mentioned.

In November 2018, the Company began bag scanning in the three cities. On January 14,
2019, Jordan notified Union President Chuck Cerf that each test city was scanning bags daily
at

multiple gates, and they were working to have all gates scanning all flights in and out of the
test
cities by the end of January 2019.

In April 2019, the Company provided the Union with an overview of its training approach as
well as the schedule for the system wide roll out of electronic bag scanning. By this time ,
not

only were the three test cities scanning all flights, but the Company had also expanded bag

scanning to include extended operations flights between Oakland and Honolulu on March 17,

2019 and Oakland and Maui on April 7 , 2019.

The system wide rollout occurred in waves, with the first wave beginning in April and the
last wave ending in October .

On May 3, 2019, the Company announced that a total of 36 stations would be scanning by
the end of the month. By June 26, 2019, more than half of the Company’s domestic stations

were equipped to scan bags . Bags scanning began at the Kansas City station (MCI) in June,
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2019 and was completed by August , 2019. On October 3, 2019, it was confirmed in a

communication that the Company was scanning all flights, all gates, at all domestic locations.
Along with the activity associated with the imlementation of the scanning training, Union 1st

Vice President Jerry McCrummen informed the Union labor representatives in the three test
cities that the Union would not honor grievances over supervisors actually scanning bags
during the training period. McCrummen testified that in a training period, our people need to

understand the job they ’ve got to do. McCrummen testified,
Q . Okay. Once the testing or training stopped in these test cities or in these rollout
cities, then would the Union be interested in filing grievances if any of their members
saw the supervisor scanning?

A . We don’t’ solicit grievances , but there are no allowances after the test period. We
gave them, not our blessing. We turned our head and basically let them do it during the
testing phase.
Q . Because of the training language?

A. Because of the language in the contract , they gave us notification. They did not give
us notification of other cities..
(t 106, 7)
At hearing the Company submitted copies of three grievances which allege supervisors

scanning bags and loading bags (Co ex 6, 7, 8). Such grievances will be discussed in detail

later.
Finally, Joint ex. 2 is the grievance at issue in this case, that of timeliness.
Such grievance was filed by Ramp Agent

assigned to the Kansas City station.

Such grievance stated,

... On flight 1161 Supervisor Ray scanned all bags on the upload. ..
The grievance was filed on September 6, 2019 for the incident that occurred that same day .

Such matter is now properly before the arbitrator.
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Company

Position

Reviewed and noted

Union Position

Reviewed and noted

Discussion and Conclusions
Irrespective of the

grievance (MC1), there were there grievances introduced by

the Company at hearing in support of their position, Co 6, 7, 8.

San Diego Ramp Agent

filed two grievances over separate incidents that occurred on

February 3, 2019 and February 7, 2019.

The first grievance alleged that Supervisor Little, on February 3, 2019 loaded and scanned
bags on outbound flight 130. Such grievance was settled as the video showed the
Supervisor

loaded more than 30 bags. Then, the second grievance, the February 7, 2019 grievance
alleged Supervisor Marlowe scanned bags at the forward bin on outbound flight

5149. Such

grievance was withdrawn by the Union without prejudice. To that McCrummen testified
,
. . . I could have made it clearer by writing “during the training phase”
.
. . . but it 's still the principle that they were under the 30 bags . .. and it was during the
training period.

Q . So for the loading of bags, it was . . .

A. Under 30
Q. So no violation?

A . No Violation
Q. And the scanning, no violation because of what?
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A. Because it was during the training
(t 111 12)

.

The third of the three grievances submitted by the Company was filed by Ramp Agent
on May 3, 2019 in Sacramento. Such alleged Supervisor Schwyzer loaded a cart of
bags in the front , flight 824. Such video showed that the Superior loaded less than 30 bags,

and the grievance was withdrawn. The allegation of scanning was not mentioned in the
grievance.

As shown, the two
Also,

grievances mentioned the allegation of scanning by Supervisors.

was employed at San Diego, still in testing/training in early February. To that,

there was testing from both Jerry McCrummen and Tyler Cliff, Union District 6 Representative
(which included San Diego). McCrummen testified,

Q . So one on February 3, one on one February 7 , both filed on February 7?

A . That’s correct.
Q. And why is it important that this was during the training period at the San Diego
station?

A. Because. They were training, and we had notified them in advance of them doing it.
(t 109, 10)

McCrummen further ,
Q. So the training involved scanning only, but the loading of bags still had that 30/30. . .

A. That is correct
(t 111)
Article Two , Scope of Agreement , B. Covered Employees, in part states,
.. . Supervisors

are not covered by this Agreement but may continue to perform covered
work while on duty , with the understanding that the intent is for a supervisor to assist ,
direct, train, evaluate agent performance and support the operation by managing and
directing the workforce . . .
In addition, Company ex . 1 is email sent from Michelle Jordan to Gerald McCrummen, dated
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September 18, 2018. Such email mentions San Diego as one of the test cities.
Such document

contained in the email states in part ,

Our immediate goal is to implement baggage scanning tools to improve baggage
count
accuracy as well as the Employee Experience. . . these stations (SAN, SMF and SEA
)
will test commodity tracking tools on accurately counting bags during uploads and
offloads . ..
McCrummen testified on direct,
. . . On these three cities, we thought that they were training , as that
falls under the
contract that they could do training because our people have to understand the job
they ’ve go to do. And so, I personally made calls to San Diego, Seattle and
Sacramento
and told them that during this test period phase, that we would not be ongoing
grievances over that issue, but it was strictly because they were assisting, directing
or
training... We turned over head and basically let them do it (scanning) during the
testing
phase.

Q. Because of the training language?
A. Because of the language in the contract, they gave us notification...
(t 106, 7)

In brief, the Union summarizes its position relative to the timeliness issue with

the three

grievances in question by maintaining that the Company ’ s entire agreement is based

grievances that were filed in two other cities before

on three

filed his grievance. Such line of

reasoning asserted by the Company is that since the three prior grievances involved
allegatio

ns

of Supervisors scanning bags more than 10 days prior to September 6, 2019

grievance)

it somehow shows that the Union was aware of and tolerated Supervisors scanning
bags, thus

forever barring the Union from ever raising a similar grievance from those prior dates
and on.

Such grievance is flawed in several ways.
First of the two

grievances were filed in a testing/training City (San Diego) that was

still in testing/training as of the date of the filing of these two grievances in early Februar

y.

Then, the Sacramento grievance in May , 2019 did not even involve an allegation
of scanning.
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Also, on cross, both Michelle Jordan and Vance Foster admitted that they actually had no

knowledge as to when San Diego actually had completed the testing/training (tr 71-72, 121).
Also, on cross, Stackowicki admitted that the

scanning grievance was the first

one he had received from the Union after watching the video with McCrummen for the
grievances that had alleged only a loading scope violation.
In turn, the Company asserts that to the extent the Union argues that these undisputed

instances of supervisors scanning bags somehow did not trigger the time frames to file a
grievance, there is additional evidence that the Union had sufficient information in January

2019 that supervisors were scanning bags to be put on notice of its duty to investigate a
covered work issue. The Company’s multiple communications to the Union that it was
implementing bag scanning as part of the loading and unloading process gave the Union all the

information it needed to know that supervisors would also be scanning bags. As a result, the
grievance is ultimately and must be dismissed.

The Union has not offered any valid excuse for its failure to timely file the grievance.
Although the Union contends that it made a decision not to file grievances regarding superiors

performing covered work during the testing period, McCrummen admitted that he had no

discussions with the Company about extending the time frame to file grievances until after
testing had been completed. The Union’s unilateral decision to wait to file grievances until a

station went live fails to meet the requirements for a valid extension under Article 20,
paragraph 4.

The record reflects that there were a total of three grievances introduced by the Company at
hearing, Co’s 6, 7, and 8. The record also reflects that two grievances were filed during the

testing/training period at the San Diego station. There was no testimony offered to dispute that

San Diego was not in its testing/training mode. In addition, McCrummen testified,
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. .. even within the scanning training, they still had the 30 bag limit. ..
(t 111)

As such, the three grievances introduced did allege a violation of the 30 bag limit. The two

grievances mentioned scanning and bag loading, the Sacramento grievance only

mentioned bag limits. With that, the first SAN grievance settled by paying .7 hours of double
time. The second SAN grievance was withdrawn as the Supervisor loaded less than 30 bags.

To that withdrawal, the Union correctly mentions,
. . . the Company was mixing

substantive merits with the timeliness issue. Furthermore,
the withdrawal language used does not state such an admission, and specifically states
that it was withdrawn without prejudice . ..
As to the third grievance, the Supervisor loaded less than 30 bags, and such was correctly

withdrawn by the Union.
Article Two, Scope of Agreement , is clear in that such states in part,

. . . Supervisors are not covered by this Agreement but may continue to perform covered
work while on duty, with the understanding that the intent is for a supervisor to assist,
direct, train, evaluate agent performance and support the operation by managing and
directing the workforce...
Obviously then, in the test cities, Supervisors were performing and instructing the scanning

process. The only portion of the

grievances that the Union pursued was the question of

the 30 bag limit. Such approach to the two grievances by the Union correctly adhered to Article

Two, Scope of Agreement , B, covered Employees and although scanning was mentioned in
the two

grievances, such was not addressed by the Union.

Assuming arguendo that a grievance was filed in any of three test

cities during the

testing/training period, a grievance that only addressed the question of scanning (such as the

.

MCI grievance) The Company could have denied the grievance as such occurred during the
testing/training period, and Supervisors were scanning under the provisions of Article Two,
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Section B.

The Company asserts that the Union has not offered any valid excuse for its failure to timely
file a grievance. For instance, the Company ’s multiple communications to the Union all the

information it needed to know that Supervisors would also be scanning bags. As a result, the
grievance is untimely.

I must respectfully disagree with that position. Such an announcement is merely that. There

had not been a specific grievance of a Supervisor actually physically scanning bags which
would identify a specific alleged violation of the CBA, as demonstrated in the MCI grievance of

As to the testimony of Stachouske specifically, the Sacramento grievance filed in May , 2019,

such did not mention the allegation of scanning. Both Stuchowski and McCrummen later
watched the video of this loading by a Supervisor, and the grievance then was withdrawn by

McCrummen. Stachowski,
Q. . . . the issue was not the Supervisor’s performance of the scanning. It was a question
of how many bags?

A. That’s correct,
(t 88)
Q . And isn’t it true that when you saw the video, the time limits for filing a grievance
regarding scanning was well past, correct, when you saw the video with Mr.
McCrummen?

A.

Yeah. You were out of time frames to grieve scanning.

Stachouski then, on cross,

Q. The first scanning grievance that you received since that time was the
scanning grievance on September 6th?

A . The first one that specifically said scanning, yes.
(t 92)
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In sum, the testimony and evidence as presented at hearing, and as specifically as

referenced here, must lead to the conclusion that the MCI

grievance is timely. Any other

references/positions taken that such grievance is not timely is without merit in this case specific.
As shown, the two SAN grievances, although referenced by the allegation of scanning, were
filed in training/testing city that was still in training/testing as of the filing of those grievances in
early February. Of course, during this training/testing process, Article Two, Scope of

Agreement, correctly allows Supervision to direct, train and evaluate agent performance, as
what occurred at SAN during the two

grievances. What was relevant then with those

two grievances was the question of the 30 bag limit on bags being loaded by Supervision. The

question of a scanning violation with those two was premature as testing/training was in
progress.

The third grievance presented was the May, 2019 grievance filed. Such grievance has no
Merit here, as such grievance only mentioned bag count. At no time did the employee raise any

claim that the Supervisor had violated the scanning scope provision in Article 5, Section 1 (F).

The correct and timely grievance then is the MCI

grievance filed on September

6, 2019, the date of the incident in question. Such grievance then specifically addresses the
question of scanning. Stackowski on cross, testified that the

grievance was the first

scanning grievance that he had received since the referenced Sacramento grievance,
Q. The first scanning grievance that you received since that time was the
scanning grievance on September 6th?

A . The first one that specifically said scanning, yes.
(t 92)
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Conclusion

Based upon testimony and evidence as presented at hearing, such must lead to the
conclusion in this case that the MCI
grievance filed on September 6, 2019,
referencing scanning is to be considered as timely. The Union did not violate time limits
with this grievance.

According to the CBA, in this instance, the Company is responsible for the invoice.
A scheduled hearing then on merits of this case would be the next appropriate step by
the parties. To that end, I would suggest available dates by the parties for my
consideration at their convenience.

May t i , 2020
Dallas, Texas

Thanks to both parties as to their
professional approach to this case.

Jo f/B. Barnard, Arbitrator
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